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Abstract. Successful depth completion from a single RGB-D image requires both extracting plentiful 2D and 3D features and merging these
heterogeneous features appropriately. We propose a novel depth completion framework, CostDCNet, based on the cost volume-based depth
estimation approach that has been successfully employed for multi-view
stereo (MVS). The key to high-quality depth map estimation in the approach is constructing an accurate cost volume. To produce a quality
cost volume tailored to single-view depth completion, we present a simple but effective architecture that can fully exploit the 3D information,
three options to make an RGB-D feature volume, and per-plane pixel
shuffle for efficient volume upsampling. Our CostDCNet framework consists of lightweight deep neural networks (∼1.8M parameters), running
in real time (∼30ms). Nevertheless, thanks to our simple but effective
design, CostDCNet demonstrates depth completion results comparable
to or better than the state-of-the-art methods.
Keywords: Depth completion, cost volume, 3D convolution, single RGBD image
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Introduction

Recently, RGB-D cameras have been widely used in many applications that need
3D geometry information, such as augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR),
autonomous driving, and robotics. However, various depth sensors, including
LiDAR, Kinect, and RealSense, suffer from missing measurements. Depth completion is the task of filling missing areas in depth images obtained from sensors.
Learning-based depth completion methods mainly employ 2D convolutions to
extract RGB and depth feature maps from an input RGB-D image, regarding the
depth image as a 2D image. Then, they fuse two heterogeneous 2D feature maps
in the 2D feature space to infer a completed depth image [18, 2, 26, 31, 25, 33].
However, these 2D convolutions do not directly consider depth-axis information
of 3D positions. To fully exploit the 3D geometry information, 3D convolutions
could be an alternative, but naı̈vely applying standard 3D convolutions to input
3D points would be inappropriate due to their sparsity and irregularity.
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(a) Semi-dense DC

(b) Sparse DC

(c) Extremely sparse DC

Fig. 1. Our results of depth completion for three different types of input depth. The
top row visualizes the input RGB-D images and their colored point clouds, and the
bottom row shows our completed depth images and their colored point clouds.

Multi-view stereo (MVS) and stereo matching methods that use deep neural networks have taken a cost volume concept to infer depth by considering
3D spatial information [14, 13, 45, 37]. These methods have shown compelling
depth estimation accuracy. In the methods, a cost volume is constructed in the
multiple-depth-plane representation (Figure 3b), and is commonly regarded as
containing matching costs between RGB images captured at different viewpoints.
Inspired by MVS, some single-view depth completion methods using a cost volume have been proposed [22, 25]. They use 2D convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) to directly predict the cost volume from a single RGB-D input. However,
the predicted cost volume is produced only using cascaded 2D convolutions that
cannot properly utilize 3D information from the input depth.
In this paper, we propose a cost volume based depth completion network
(CostDCNet) that can fully exploit 3D information by performing 3D convolutions of heterogeneous 2D and 3D features in the multiple-depth-plane representation. Our method is basically based on the cost volume-based depth estimation
framework in the MVS domain. However, unlike aforementioned depth completion methods [22, 25] that use multiple depth planes to represent an inferred
depth, our framework uses multiple depth planes as a representation for a volume
to be convolved. This approach enables our framework to use 3D convolutions
like existing MVS studies. To infer a cost volume, MVS methods need an input
feature volume that is commonly constructed by aggregating 2D feature maps
of RGB images at multiple viewpoints. Similarly, our framework also requires
a feature volume to generate a cost volume. We present three viable options
to construct the feature volume, called an RGB-D feature volume, from a single RGB-D image. We experimentally showed that a proper design choice of an
RGB-D feature volume is vital to produce a quality cost volume, consequently
resulting in the high-quality completed depth. Various methods, including MVS,
that rely on 3D convolutions typically suffer from memory and computational
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complexity due to the volume data usage. To handle the problem, we adopt an
approach to process low-resolution volumes and then to upsample them. For
such volume upsampling, we use an adapted version of pixel shuffle [38], which
we call per-plane pixel shuffle, that increases volume resolution by rearranging
its feature values along spatial dimensions. The upsampling scheme performs
only rearrangement operations, so it works in highly memory- and computationefficient manner.
Our CostDCNet framework consists of three parts: (1) construction of RGBD feature volume from RGB-D image, (2) prediction of cost volume by a modified 3D UNet, (3) final completed depth regression. Due to our effective network
design that can exploit 3D geometry and RGB information both fully and collectively, our CostDCNet, albeit using the small number of network parameters
(∼1.8M), outperforms or is comparable to state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods on
both semi-dense and sparse depth datasets. Our codes are publicly available1 .
To summarize, our key contributions are as follows:
• We propose a single-view depth completion method that is based on but
adapted from the cost volume-based depth estimation pipeline in the multiview stereo (MVS) field.
• The proposed method can fully exploit heterogeneous 2D and 3D features
of an input RGB-D image due to our scheme for producing RGB-D feature
volume from a single RGB-D image, the multiple-depth-plane representation,
and 3D convolution operation in the representation.
• We propose the depth completion framework, CostDCNet, that is merely
composed of lightweight CNNs (∼1.8M parameters) and our efficient volume
upsampling module without any complex architecture.
• Due to our highly effective and efficient network design, CostDCNet runs in
real time (∼30ms) and achieves qualitative and quantitative results that are
better than or comparable to SOTA methods in both semi-dense and sparse
depth datasets.

2

Related Work

We review representative approaches that are closely related to the technical
components in our framework.
Depth completion We classify depth completion studies that use a single RGBD image as input into two classes according to the sparsity of the input depth
that they target: semi-dense depth completion and sparse depth completion. We
firstly review studies on semi-dense depth completion.
Zhang et al. [48] predicted surface normals and occlusion boundaries by using
two 2D CNNs, then conducted global linear optimization to obtain completed
depth. Using the surface normals and occlusion boundaries predicted by Zhang
et al., Huang et al. [18] adopted a self-attention mechanism to conserve and
1

https://github.com/kamse/CostDCNet.
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sharpen structures in the inferred depth image. These methods train their models
in a supervised manner by using rendered depth from 3D reconstructed scenes
as ground truth (GT). However, the poor 3D reconstruction quality leads to
inaccurate GT depth images. To avoid this problem, Cao et al. [2] introduced
an adaptive sampling strategy for self-supervised training to simulate missing
depths in the capturing process. They trained their model with self-supervision
but showed comparable results to the supervised methods.
Early sparse depth completion studies that use deep learning regarded a
depth image as a 2D image and used 2D CNNs that took a typical encoderdecoder architecture with minor variations [31, 27]. A few advanced methods
focused on effectively extracting and fusing multi-modal features from RGBD image [49, 11, 41]. Several methods that use spatial propagation networks
(SPN) [6, 5, 33] iteratively refine initial depth regression by using affinity kernels.
These methods that use 2D CNNs show highly encouraging results, but they
require a large number of network parameters and might rely on pretrained
models from other tasks. Rather than regarding depth images as 2D images,
some methods [4, 19] attempted to consider 3D geometry information explicitly,
by consolidating 2D and 3D features. To extract 3D features from an input depth,
they used point cloud convolutions [42, 1]. However, in their methods, 3D spatial
information is not fully utilized because they applied 3D convolutions only to
valid pixels in depth. In addition, the methods are not suitable for semi-dense or
dense depth, because they search neighbors by using the k-NN algorithm, which
slows down as the number of input points increases.
In this paper, our proposed method can process both semi-dense and sparse
depth completion classes, and provides comparable or better results than SOTA
methods in both classes. It can fully exploit 3D geometry and context information by aggregating 2D and 3D features in a volumetric manner.
Cost volume based depth regression Multi-view depth estimation approaches,
such as stereo matching and MVS, have been studied for inferring depth from two
or multiple views. They usually build a cost volume, which contains the matching
costs of all pixels computed for all possible disparities, to predict the depth. Various matching costs, such as sum of absolute difference (SAD), sum of squared
difference (SSD), and normalized cross-correlation (NCC), have been used for
building a cost volume. Matching costs have also been computed using deep
neural networks [30, 46] due to the robustness. Recent methods [47, 37, 13, 14]
aggregate the cost volume with a 3D CNN. However, since 3D convolution requires high amount of computation, it is not easy to operate in real time.
Inspired by MVS works, some single-view depth completion methods attempted to borrow the cost volume concept to regress depth [22, 25]. However,
they could not directly calculate cost volume, because no other view is available
for matching. Therefore, they inferred the cost volume by using 2D CNNs without matching between multi-views. However, since their neural network still is
based on only 2D convolutions, they cannot deal with 3D information appropriately and only generate cost maps rather than a cost volume in 3D space. In
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Fig. 2. Overview of CostDCNet. Our framework consists of three components. (1)
RGB-D feature volume construction, (2) Cost volume prediction, (3) Depth regression.

contrast, we devise CostDCNet to effectively handle the 3D geometry information contained in the input depth using 3D convolution.

3
3.1

Cost Volume based Depth Completion Network
Overall Process and Network Design

CostDCNet infers a completed depth from a single RGB-D frame by sequentially
performing three steps (Figure 2): (1) RGB-D feature volume construction (Section 3.2), (2) Cost volume prediction and (3) Depth regression (Section 3.3). We
outline these steps below.
RGB-D feature volume construction To produce an RGB-D feature volume, first of all, we extract 2D and 3D feature maps from an input RGB-D image
by using 2D and 3D encoders. Unlike the 2D encoder that directly uses an RGBD image as input, the 3D encoder requires a depth image to be converted into
a multiple-depth-plane representation (Figure 3c). We use 3D sparse convolution [8] to compute the 3D feature only for valid 3D points having non-zero
depth. Both 2D and 3D encoders produce feature maps of the p times-reduced
width and height to avoid the high memory footprint and heavy computation
amount of a 3D CNN. Finally, we consolidate the reduced 2D and 3D feature
maps into a single 3D feature volume, which we call an RGB-D feature volume
(Section 3.2).
Cost volume prediction and depth regression We feed the produced RGBD feature volume into our 3D CNN to obtain a cost volume. At this time,
the 3D CNN has the architecture of a 3D UNet [9] and additionally adopts
pseudo 3D convolutions [35] to relieve the computational overhead of standard
3D convolutions. Because the RGB-D feature volume has the width and height
lower than the original image, the predicted cost volume also has a reduced
resolution. To recover the reduced resolution to the original one, a naı̈ve option
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(a) View frustum

(b) Cost volume

(c) RGB-D feature volume

Fig. 3. Multiple-depth-plane representation. (a) View frustum in 3D space. (b) and
(C) show a cost volume of multi-view stereo and our RGB-D feature volume in the
multiple-depth-plane representation, respectively.

is to use 3D deconvolutions. However, feature volume upsampling by such 3D
deconvolutions is computationally costly, so some multi-view depth estimation
studies [20, 45, 37] commonly employ linear interpolation. We experimentally
observed that the linear interpolation tends to cause blurry boundaries in the
inferred depth image, as shown in Figure 7. Therefore, we instead opt for the
shuffle scheme [38] to upsample the cost volume of reduced size.
Our per-plane pixel shuffle rearranges features of the cost volume to increase
its spatial resolution. For example, let the resolution of a target upsampled
volume be W × H × D, and the resolution of the reduced cost volume that the
H
3D UNet outputs be W
p × p ×D×C. Then, by setting the feature dimension C to
2
2
p and rearranging a p -dimensional feature of a cell of the cost volume to width
and height dimensions, we obtain an upsampled cost volume of the resolution
W × H × D × 1. The method requires only feature vector rearrangement without
heavy computation, and shows good visual quality while running fast (Section
4.3, Figure 7). Finally, we estimate the completed depth image by performing
the soft-argmax based depth regression like [23] (Section 3.3).
3.2

RGB-D Feature Volume

An RGB-D feature volume is constructed by consolidating 2D and 3D features
extracted from a single RGB-D frame, where the consolidation is performed
in the multiple-depth-plane representation. In this section, we introduce the
multiple-depth-plane representation, how to convert an input depth to the representation, and three different types of methods to merge 2D and 3D features
in this representation.
Depth to multiple depth planes A pixel position u = (x, y) in a depth image
D(·) is related to a 3D position x ∈ R3 within a view frustum of the image as
x = D(u)K−1 ũ, where K is a 3×3 matrix that includes depth camera intrinsic
parameters, ũ is homogeneous coordinates [u, 1]T of u, and D(u) is the depth
value at the pixel position u (Figure 3a). We can represent 3D position x as a
3D position in the multiple-depth-plane representation. Then, we quantize the
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3D positions in the representation into a voxel grid so that 3D convolutions can
be performed (Figure 3c).
To construct the voxel grid, we need to predefine only the number K of
uniformly-spaced depth planes {dk }k=1:K because x- and y-axes resolution can
be naturally determined to be the same as in the depth image. Maximum and
minimum positions of the planes are determined by considering maximum and
minimum depth values that a depth sensor can measure. The resolution of the
voxel grid then becomes W × H × K. The 3D position x = (x, y, D(x, y)) of a
depth image pixel in the representation is easily quantized to a cell xc of the
voxel grid as
  \label {equ:cellIndx} \mathbf {x}_c &=(x,y,k') \\ k' &= \arg \min _k |D(x,y)- d_k|.\nonumber

By applying Eq. (1) to all valid pixels having non-zero depths, we obtain a
set of valid cells {xnc }n=1:N in the voxel grid, where N is the number of valid
cells. Then, we construct an input geometry feature volume fgin ∈ RW ×H×K×M
on the voxel grid as
  \label {equ:input_feat} f_g^{in}(\mathbf {x'}) = \begin {cases} \mathbf {s}_n, & \quad \mathbf {x'} \in \{\mathbf {x}^n_c\}_{n=1:N} \\ \vec {0}, & \quad \text {otherwise } \end {cases},

(2)

where x′ is a cell within fgin . If x′ corresponds to a valid depth pixel xnc , we
store sn in x′ , where sn is a M -dimensional feature vector. Otherwise, a M dimensional zero vector is stored in x′ . We set M to one and sn to D(x, y) − dk′ ,
which is the residual of a depth pixel from the nearest predefined depth plane.
Consequently, we can cover a view frustum using a regular voxel grid in the
multiple-depth-plane representation, thereby enabling standard 3D convolution
operations to be directly applied (Figure 3). Performing standard 3D convolutions on the voxel grid has the effect of adjusting spatial coverage of a 3D
convolution kernel accordingly to the distance from a depth camera.
Three types of RGB-D feature volume An RGB-D feature volume is a
feature volume in the multiple-depth-plane representation, which is defined as
element-wise concatenation of a geometric feature volume fg and an image feature volume fI . To obtain fg , we first convert a depth image to the input geometry feature volume, and then feed it to our 3D encoder (Figure 2). To obtain
fI , we first extract a 2D feature map from the input RGB-D image using our
2D encoder. Then, the 2D feature map is placed into the multiple-depth-plane
representation to form fI in three different ways (Types A, B, C), where the
type of fI determines the type of the final RGB-D feature volume. Below is the
description of the three different types.
(i) Type A. Several studies for 3D reconstruction, multi-view stereo, and 3D
semantic segmentation generate a feature volume by unprojecting multi-view
image features into a 3D volume, then integrating them [10, 32, 40]. In these
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(a) Type A

(b) Type B

(c) Type C

Fig. 4. Three designs of RGB-D feature volume. The RGB-D feature volumes are
represented by multiple depth planes and are classified into three types according to
the structure of the image feature volume.

methods, all the volume cells that are intersected by a ray starting from the
camera’s center of projection through an image pixel accumulate the same
feature of the pixel. Similarly, we generate an image feature volume fIA to
be filled with the same image features along the depth-axis as follows:
  \label {equ:dc_a} f^A_I(x,y,k') = I(x,y), \; \forall k' \in \{k\}_{k=1:K},

(3)

where I denotes a 2D image feature map calculated by feeding an input
RGB-D image into a 2D encoder (Figure 2).
(ii) Type B. Since a Type A feature volume allocates image features to its all
cells regardless of whether the corresponding depth pixels are valid or not, it
does not consider 3D positional information of image features explicitly. In
contrast, Type B considers the valid depth values of pixels for image feature
allocation. To be specific, for a pixel with a valid depth, we allocate its 2D
image feature to only the corresponding 3D cell in the image feature volume
fIB . For pixels with invalid depths, we allocate their 2D image features to
the corresponding cells in the middle depth plane of fIB . Formally,
  \label {equ:dc_b} f^B_I(x,y,k) = \begin {cases} I(x,y) , & \quad (x,y,k) \in \mathbb {X} \cup \mathbb {X}'\\ \vec {0},& \quad \text {otherwise} \end {cases},

(4)

where X is the set of cells determined by Eq. (1) from the valid depth pixels.
X′ is the set of cells corresponding to pixels (x, y) with invalid depths, where
k is set to K/2, the center depth plane.
(iii) Type C. A Type C feature volume is generated in the same manner as Type
B except that the image feature of each pixel with invalid depth is repeatedly
allocated to the cells of fIC , traversing along the depth-axis.
The three types of RGB-D feature volumes have the same geometric feature
volume, but their image feature volumes are defined differently. We experimen-
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tally demonstrated that using the Type C feature volume achieves the best
performance (Section 4).
3.3

Final Depth Regression and Training Loss

Like the MVS works [23, 20], we can regress a completed depth map D′ (·) by applying the softmax operator σ( · ) to the upsampled cost volume Vc ∈ RW ×H×K
along the depth-axis and using the following equation
 \label {equ:naive_infer} D'(x,y) = \sum _{k=1}^{K}{d_k} \times \mathbf {p}^k_{x,y}, \quad \mathbf {p}_{x,y}=\sigma (V_c(x,y,:)), 

(5)

where dk is the predefined depth value of the k-th plane, (x, y) is an image pixel
position, K is the number of depth planes, Vc (x, y, :) is a K-dimensional vector
along the depth-axis within the cost volume, and px,y is a probability vector
obtained by the softmax operator σ( · ) for K depth planes at (x, y).
We train our CostDCNet in an end-to-end manner by using only the L1 loss
function as
  L = \sum _{(x,y)\in \mathbb {G}} \left | D'(x,y) - D_{gt}(x,y) \right |, 
(6)
where Dgt is the GT depth, D′ is an inferred depth by Eq. (5), and G is a set
of valid pixels of Dgt .

4
4.1

Experiments
Experimental Setup

Datasets We evaluated semi-dense depth completion on Matterport3D [3] dataset
and sparse depth completion on NYUv2 [39], VOID [43], and KITTI DC [12]
datasets.
– Matterport3D is a large-scale indoor dataset, including 194,400 RGB-D images captured by a Matterport camera. With GT depth images provided by
Zhang et al. [48], we used training (∼100K images) and test (474 images) sets
as in [18]. We use images downsized into size of 320×256 for both training
and testing.
– NYUv2 includes RGB-D videos of 464 indoor scenes collected using a Kinect
sensor. We randomly sample points to obtain input sparse depth images. We
downscaled images into size of 320×240 and then center-cropped them to be
size of 304×228. We constructed the training set (∼48K images) and the
test set (654 images) as in previous studies [31].
– VOID provides 640 × 480 RGB-D images containing sequences of 56 indoor
and outdoor scenes acquired from RealSense D435i camera. We used sparse
depth images with about 1500 depth points as input. We train our model
on the training set (∼47K images) and test on the test set (800 images) by
following the previous protocol of [43].
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Table 1. Quantitative comparisons with SOTA semi-dense depth completion methods
on the Matterport3D dataset. The numbers are excerpted from each paper except for
[26], of which the number was reported by [2].
Method
RMSE(m)↓ MAE(m)↓ SSIM↑ δ1.05 ↑ δ1.10 ↑ δ1.25 ↑ δ1.252 ↑ δ1.253 ↑
MRF [15]
1.675
0.618
0.692
50.6
55.6
65.1
78.0
85.6
AD [28]
1.653
0.610
0.696
50.3
56.0
66.3
79.2
86.1
1.316
0.461
0.762
65.7
70.8
78.1
85.1
88.8
Zhang et al. [48]
Cao et al. [2]
1.187
0.385
0.736
66.5
72.5
79.9
87.1
91.1
Huang et al. [18]
1.092
0.342
0.799
66.1
75.0
85.0
91.1
93.6
MSG-CHN [26]
1.068
0.347
0.778
65.0
73.2
83.3
90.3
93.4
Ours
1.019
0.290
0.838
71.3
78.6
87.1
92.8
94.8

(a) RGB

(b) Depth (c) Zhang [48](d) Huang [18] (e) Cao [2]

(f) Ours

(g) GT

Fig. 5. Qualitative comparisons with SOTA semi-dense depth completion methods on
the Matterport3D dataset. The results of [48, 18] were borrowed from the paper [18]
and results of [2] were taken from their project page.

– KITTI DC is an outdoor scene dataset that provides paired RGB and sparse
depth images obtained by projecting Velodyne LiDAR sensor measurements
onto 2D space. It utilizes 11 consecutive frames to generate denser depth
images as GT. For training, we center-cropped the images with size of 1216
× 240 to ignore the regions with no LiDAR measurements. We used ∼93K
image pairs for training and 1K pairs for testing as in the previous works.
Evaluation metrics We followed the standard metrics to evaluate the performance: root mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), structural
similarity index map (SSIM), relative mean absolute error (REL), and percentages δx of inlier pixels with the less than x meters error.
Implementation detail Our 3D encoder and 2D encoder are composed of 3 and
6 residual blocks [16], respectively. We used the simplified 3D UNet [9] to extract
cost volumes. For the detailed network architecture, refer to the supplementary
material. We used K = 16 depth planes and p2 = 16 feature dimension of a
cost volume. The maximum depth dmax is set to 5m, 10m, 15m, and 90m for
VOID, NYUv2, Matterport3D and KITTI DC datasets, respectively. We used
the ADAM optimizer [24] with an initial learning rate of 0.5×10−3 , then divided
it in half every 20 epochs for network training. We set the batch size to 16 and
the training epoch to 50, and trained neural networks using a single NVIDIA
RTX 3090 GPU.
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Table 2. Quantitative comparisons with SOTA sparse depth completion methods on
the NYUv2 dataset. The numbers are excerpted from respective papers.
Method
#points #params↓ RMSE(m)↓ REL(m)↓ δ1.25 ↑ δ1.252 ↑ δ1.253 ↑
DCoeff [22]
45.7M
0.118
0.013
99.4
99.9
CSPN [7]
18.5M
0.117
0.016
99.2
99.9
100
CSPN++ [5]
28.8M
0.116
DeepLiDAR [34]
53.4M
0.115
0.022
99.3
99.9
100
14.3M
0.104
0.014
99.4
99.9
100
PRNet [25]
GuideNet [41]
500
63.3M
0.101
0.015
99.5
99.9
100
TWISE [21]
5.8M
0.097
0.013
99.6
99.9
100
25.8M
0.092
0.012
99.6
99.9
100
NLSPN [33]
Point-Fusion [19]
8.7M
0.090
0.014
99.6
99.9
100
Ours
1.8M
0.096
0.013
99.5
99.9
100
Point-Fusion [19]
8.7M
0.319
0.057
96.3
99.2
99.8
32
Ours
1.8M
0.258
0.048
96.4
99.1
99.7

(a) RGB

(b) Sparse depth (c) CSPN [7]

(d) NLSPN [33]

(e) Ours

(f) GT

Fig. 6. Qualitative results on NYUv2 dataset. The results of other methods [7, 33] are
obtained from the authors’ project page.

4.2

Comparisons with SOTA

Semi-dense depth completion We compared our method with previous semidense depth completion methods on the Matterport3D dataset. Table 1 shows
quantitative comparisons with SOTA methods. Our network outperformed all
other methods significantly in all metrics by a large margin. Especially, Hwang et
al. [18], which is the previous SOTA method, additionally require the normal and
boundary maps predicted by Zhang et al. [48] and their network size (19.8M) is
11 times larger than ours. MSG-CHN [26] is the backbone network used by Cao et
al. [2], trained by supervised learning. It has slightly better RMSE compared to
[18], but our method outperforms it across all metrics. In qualitative comparisons
with other methods (Figure 5), our method better expresses details and has
clearer boundaries.
Sparse depth completion We conducted experiments on the NYUv2 dataset
to compare our framework with SOTA methods for the sparse depth completion
task. Table 2 shows the quantitative results on a few standard metrics. When
using 500 depth points as the input, our approach achieved the second and third
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Table 3. Quantitative comparisons with SOTA sparse depth completion methods on
VOID test set and KITTI DC validation set.
Dataset

Method
Train #Param↓ Runtime↓ MAE↓ RMSE↓
KBNet [44]
U
6.9M
13ms
39.80
95.86
Ours
U
1.8M
30ms
27.19 79.19
VOID
PENet [17]
S
132M
226ms
34.6
82.01
NLSPN [33] S
25.8M
122ms
26.7
79.12
Ours
S
1.8M
30ms
25.84 76.28
KBNet [44]
U
6.9M
16ms
260.44 1126.85
KITTI DC
Ours
U
1.8M
34ms
242.64 868.62

iMAE↓ iRMSE↓
21.16
49.72
13.02 35.17
18.89
40.36
12.70
33.88
12.19 32.13
1.03
3.20
0.99
2.39

best performance on REL and RMSE metrics, respectively. However, our CostDCNet uses merely 20% of network parameters of Point-Fusion [19] and 7% of
NLSPN [33], respectively. We also notice that our method obtained higher accuracy, compared to PRNet [25] and DCoeff [22] that utilize multiple depth planes
as representation for an inferred depth map and perform only 2D convolutions.
These results show that our framework exploits 3D information much better
than PRNet and DCeoff. In addition, even for extremely sparse input depths
(32 points), our method achieves SOTA performance in both Rel and RMSE
metrics.
We also compared our method with SOTA unsupervised (KBNet) and supervised (NLSPN [33], PENet [17]) methods on VOID (test set) and KITTI
DC (validation set) datasets. Most of unsupervised depth completion methods,
including KBNet, do not use GT depths and train networks with additional
photometric loss using adjacent views. For fast experiments, we did not use the
photometric loss and simply trained our networks with the original input as GT
and random samples from the original input as input data. We used L1 + L2
losses for KITTI DC datasets. Table 3 shows experimental results. The numbers
of other methods are borrowed from the previous paper [29]. Our method outperforms SOTA unsupervised and supervised methods across all metrics, even
running in real time (∼30FPS). While KBNet uses 3D position vectors to leverage 3D information, it is still based on 2D CNN. Therefore, its computational
costs are lower than ours, but its inductive bias in 3D space could be weaker
than 3D CNNs.
Collectively considering the overall performance, the total number of network
parameters, robustness in extreme cases, we believe that our framework could
be the best option.

4.3

Ablation Study

In this section, we analyze the role of each component of our framework. For
the analysis, we conducted sparse depth completion on the NYUv2 dataset. To
speed up the experiments, we set the resolution of input RGB-D image to 41
size of the original before adding the encoders and trained each model up to 20
epochs.
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Table 4. Ablation study for each component of our network. The results were evaluated
on the NYUv2 dataset.
Method
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

Network RGB-D Vol.
2D 3D P3D fIA A B C
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓ ✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

(a)

(b)

Encoder Upsample
RMSE(m)↓ #param↓
2D 3D BL BG PS
✓
0.195
17.3M
✓
0.121
1.0M
✓
0.123
0.5M
✓
0.186
0.5M
✓
0.131
0.5M
✓
0.122
0.5M
✓
✓
0.108
1.5M
✓ ✓ ✓
0.106
1.8M
✓ ✓
✓
0.102
3.1M
✓ ✓
✓
0.099
1.8M

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7. Different upsampling methods. (a) Bilinear upsampling, (b) Bilateral grid learning [45], (c) Per-plane pixel shuffle, and (d) Ground truth.

Network To verify the effect of inferring depth in 3D space, we compare our
3D UNet [9] with 2D UNet [36]. The 2D UNet takes a concatenated RGB-D
image as input, and 3D UNet takes as input the RGB-D feature volume. When
2D UNet was replaced with our tiny 3D Unet, even though it has only 2.5%
of network parameters of 2D UNet, the accuracy was significantly improved
by ∼62% (Table 4a&b). The result implies that considering 3D information
with the RGB-D feature volume as an appropriate representation is helpful for
inferring high-quality cost volume. We also replaced the 3D convolution of 3D
UNet with a pseudo-3D convolution (P3D) [35] to reduce the computational cost.
P3D showed similar accuracy to 3D convolution while reducing the number of
network parameters by half (Table 4b&c). Therefore, P3D was used in our 3D
UNet.
Effectiveness of explicit positional conditioning To construct a RGB-D
feature volume, a geometric feature volume fg is element-wisely concatenated
with an image feature volume fI . We verify that exploiting such explicit positional cues from input depths in RGB-D feature volume construction results in
performance improvement. To this end, we compared the results of using only
the image feature volume fIA (without fg ) (Table 4d) and Type A (with fg ) (Table 4c). fIA leads to a poorer accuracy than Type A because it does not use 3D
geometry information at all. It suggests that it is necessary to assign geometry
features to the proper positions in 3D space for accurate depth completion.
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Three designs of RGB-D feature volume We also quantified the effect of
the design of RGB-D feature volume. Type A (Table 4c) and Type C (Table 4f)
had higher accuracy than Type B (Table 4e). We argue 3D information can be
inferred better by assigning 2D features of unknown depth values to all possible
depth planes rather than to a specific depth plane. In addition, Type C had
slightly higher accuracy than Type A. This result means that ambiguity can be
reduced by assigning 2D features of valid depths to the correct depth positions.
2D and 3D encoders We evaluated the effectiveness of the 2D and 3D encoders
(Table 4g&h). Compared to a model without encoders (Table 4f), the accuracy
was significantly improved when our 2D and 3D encoders are added. These
results indicate that the 2D and 3D encoders can enrich the information of our
RGB-D feature volumes.
Upsampling We quantified the effect of upsampling layers, using bilinear (BL,
Table 4h), bilateral grid learning (BG, Table 4i) [45], and per-plane pixel shuffle
(PS, Table 4j) upsampling. BG and PS achieved better accuracy than BL. However, BG requires an additional network, which increases the number of parameters, whereas PS rearranges the volume, which is simple and fast. In qualitative
results (Figure 7), BL generally blurred the boundary, BG gave clean boundaries,
but caused artifacts that break the structure, whereas PS gives clear boundaries
and restores the overall structure well. These results indicate PS can reliably
up-scale cost volume to the original resolution at low computational cost.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a single-view depth completion framework, CostDCNet, that can fully exploit 3D information by performing 3D convolutions of heterogeneous 2D and 3D features in the multiple-depth-plane representation. We
introduced three designs of RGB-D feature volume to represent a single RGB-D
image into 3D space. Furthermore, we employed the per-plane pixel shuffle to upsample the low-resolution cost volume on which 3D convolutions are performed
efficiently. We demonstrated that our system is lightweight (∼1.8M parameters),
runs in real time (∼30ms), and achieves qualitatively and quantitatively SOTA
or comparable performance in depth completion for semi-dense depths, sparse
depths (500 points), and even extremely sparse depths (32 points).
Limitation and future work Although our framework showed impressive results in indoor sparse and semi-dense depth completion, we have a few limitations. Our framework has a fixed number of depth planes, so in outdoor scenes
such as the KITTI DC dataset, the distance between the planes becomes wider,
and expressive power decreases. To tackle this problem, we plan to closely consolidate the sparse convolution and coarse-to-fine approach with our CostDCNet.
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